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Abstract
Nowadays, we can see increased influence of computational methods for capturing high dimensional natural
phenomena. One of the significant goal of computational
photography is capturing the surface geometry. We present 3D scanning system SMISS based on a fringe pattern
structured light projection for automatic 3D reconstruction in metric space. We address the problem of low dynamic range of analogous systems and offer a novel approach for fast high dynamic range scanning, using simple additional hardware. Our designed setup with implemented algorithms could be use as a flexible tool for
future improvements of similar systems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
1.4.1 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Digitization and Image Capture—Camera Calibration, Imaging Geometry, Reflectance, Scanning
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1.

phy to the next level on its path to complete light transport capturing. This next level could be the reconstruction of 3D geometry of a subject, instead of just capturing
a 2D projection. The idea to capture geometry have led
to a large amount of diverse 3D scanning systems. The
significant group of these is based on structured light modulated by a digital projector. This light is then reflected
by the scanned subject and then analysed by a digital
camera. To understand the basic concept, we recommend
work [3]. An extensive overview of similar methods and
systems can be found at [1]. These systems has been developing in a lot of different ways, dealing with different
problems. A fundamental limitation of current systems
is insufficient dynamic range, caused by a bounded dynamic range of the camera’s sensor. Moreover, the structured light scanning systems use a point source of light,
so the DR of the scene is highly affected by varying incident angles of light with scanned objects. In addition, the
DR of the scene is also expanded by contrast materials,
commonly used due to visual appearance.
To be a part of the photography transformation and to
deal with discussed limitation, we offer:
• An fully automatic and easy to use 3D scanning
system SMISS [2], based on Gray Coded structured
light and phase-shifting, capable of dense 3D point
cloud reconstruction.
• A novel approach to increase the dynamic range of
structured light scanning systems, using a simple
additional hardware.
• An co-axial optical setup, with great potential for
future improvements of similar systems.

Introduction

The rising interest in digital photography in the last decades results in ecosystem for sharing feelings, momentums
and a wide variety of information encoded into two dimensional media, the photo. But the photography itself is a
way of capturing a much higher dimensional world into
two dimensional projection.
Thanks to computational performance of contemporary
computers and sensors, we are able to take the photogra-
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SMISS

In our work, we have built the stand-alone 3D scanner
SMISS. The system works on the triangulation principle
and solves the stereo correspondence problem using structured light. The scanning volume is virtually divided into
unique set of planes. Each of this plane receives slightly
different coding form the projector (from a set of structured pattern images). This code is then decoded by the
camera and used to solve the correspondence problem.
The coding and decoding is done automatically by the
system. With decoded correspondence, additional information about position, orientation and optical properties
of the camera and the projector1 , we can build a dense
point cloud reconstruction with possible millions of individual measurements.
1

We implement an semi-automatic calibration process for
all mentioned parameters.
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Figure 1: Our co-axial setup

The final point cloud can be used for wide variety of different tasks, from solving computer vision problems (indirect
use), to pure visualisation (direct use). In our work, we
analyse both, and we built also an view dependent stereo
viewer prototype for visualisation purposes.

3.

HDR SMISS

To deal with the low DR of SMISS and similar systems, we
can use method for High DR image capturing using more
camera exposures. This popular method can be found at
[4]. Using this technique would increase the scanning time
by a multiplication factor. In addition, the global HDR
acquisition technique have limitations caused by a glare.
We offer a novel approach. Instead of increasing the DR of
the capturing sensor, we can decrease the DR of the scene,
so it will fit into camera’s DR. To accomplish this, we
could send less light to high reflective, and more light to
low reflective surfaces. We can choose camera pixel, which
correspond to specific surface area. This area is lit by a
corresponding projector pixel. This correspondence is in
general equivalent to the surface reconstruction. However,
if the projector’s and camera’s focal points are aligned,
the camera projecotor correspondence is constant and can
be calibrated. We achieve this with an additional camera
and beamsplitter in co-axial setup, which can be found in
Figure 1.
With this setup, we can capture a standard HDR image
with the additional camera. We then analyse the image
and calculate proper scaling factors for individual regions
of a projected image (we use a few iterative relaxation
steps to deal with limitations of global HDR method).
This results into weight map, which is then applied as
an per-pixel scaling image for every projected pattern.
Final weight map is shown in Figure 2.
The benefit of the weight map had to be applied to
shrink the DR of the scene from the viewpoint of the original camera. For this purpose, we use the optical technique
for filtering specular component of reflected light using
polarisation, similarly to work [5]. We then capture the
lambertian part of reflection with both cameras, which is
independent of viewer position.

4.

Conclusions

We have presented a solution for the problem of low DR
of similar systems. This solution extends the DR of the
system up to the product of projectors’s and camera’s DR,
which exceeds 10000:1 for common available sensors. In
addition, our solution needs just a constant increase in

Figure 2: Top left: Scene without weight map
applied. Top right: Same scene with weight map
applied. Bottom: The weight map
scanning time, which brings 250 % speedup for our full
pattern sequence over the trivial solution.
Our co-axial optical setup with implemented calibration
of correspondence is an easy to extend platform for future
improvements.
In our tests of the system SMISS, we was able to reach
the resolution of 200 microns in a scanning volume of
86 x 86 x 30 cm and was able to distinguish features
smaller than 0.5 mm in depth.
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